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www.dreya.co.uk

"The sea and its different moods have always been in my life.

Especially its sound, which can be carried many miles inland on

the wind, it is a constant background noise to life in Cornwall.

The sea is all encompassing its colour, sounds and smell, its

reflections, translucent quality and constant movement can hold

your attention like nothing else. To me glass has a similar quality

to water Its colour, reflections and translucent quality instantly

captured my heart and is the perfect medium to express water."

Here in the studio in Cornwall I make fused glass wall art

inspired by the coast, depicting waves as well as a fish corals

and seahorses. I also make an extremely popular range of

present cards. A greeting card with a little handmade fused

glass gift for them to untie and keep . 

Dreya Glass

http://www.dreya.co.uk/


We create beautiful and functional linen products for the

home. Our products are hand-crafted locally which means we

can produce bespoke products for both retailers and

individuals. Our classic designs start life as my sketch book

scribbles; fine line drawings capturing the surrounding beauty

of Cornwall. They are inspired by the flora and fauna of the

Cornish countryside and coastline. 

Our materials are ethically sourced. They are made using small

batch production, with each linen piece hand-printed, using

traditional screen-printing techniques. They are sewn by a

team of local artisans, reflecting the hand of the maker.

www.helenround.com

Helen Round 

http://www.helenround.co.uk/


www.darncollective.com

Based between Gwennap (Cornwall) and London, Darn is a

small scale UK-based label that creates striking, meticulous

products for life. Launched in 2019, Darn continues to gain

momentum with sporadic, limited-run collections of 100% silk

scarves and home accessories, individually designed and

distributed by hand. 

With no belief in seasons and no commitment to a standard

design calendar, new Darn pieces arrive in due time and act

as a demonstration of the beauty and importance of slow

design. Darn is committed to transparency and clear

communication between customers and manufacturers who

appreciate sustainable, high-quality products.

Darn Collective

http://www.darncollective.com/


Studio Lowen pieces are made with joy in our studio at Krowji

in Cornwall. Created with the simple objective of designing

and making pieces that bring happiness through aesthetic and

functionality. 

The name Studio Lowen was born simply from the idea of the

Studio being a happy place to make and create, a place of joy.

The word "Lowen" is Cornish for happy and joyful. Now more

than just business card holders our collection includes

earrings made from offcuts, a quirky collection of ceramics,

greeting cards, plywood display stands and wrapping paper.
www.studiolowen.com

Studio Lowen

http://www.studiolowen.com/


www.fionajsperryn.com

Fiona J Sperryn MA RCA hand weaves unique tapestry artwork,

combining digital innovation and traditional process in her practice

in Cornwall. The focal point of the studio is a state-of-the-art TC2

digital jacquard loom; a hand weave tool which allows the artist to

weave a pattern, a picture or a photograph.

"I draw from life or my own photographs and the inspiration behind

the work comes from being outdoors, in close contact with an

environment and the elements. I enjoy the physical interactions of

the creative process, from textural mark-making outdoors to hand

finishing the woven cloth." - Fiona Sperryn

Fiona translates her drawings into computer files to be read by the

jacquard loom. 

Fiona J Sperryn

John Hersey

http://www.fionajsperryn.com/


 “Block Design began in 2000, shortly after I graduated. I was

keen to combine a passion for design with my engineering

background, to create a range of functional, beautiful lifestyle

products. The first Block product was a vase, since then we

have added desk accessories, jewellery and more homeware

to the collection” - Tara Ashe, Lead Designer

Each day the studio is a collaborative hub of creativity, colour

and innovation. Every one of our products begins life in the

studio, situated above our workshop. We work hard to ensure

we deliver the highest quality design and finish.
www.blockdesign.co.uk

Block Design

http://www.studiolowen.com/


www.studioharan.co.uk

Studio Haran

Studio Haran is a lighting and furniture brand with innovative

design and sustainability at their core. Founders Joel and Helena

work alongside their team of skilled crafts people producing slip

cast ceramics and wood work.

Their multidisciplinary, design led approach to small batch

production creates unique products made in the heart of

Cornwall. Their vision is to make beautiful pieces for your home or

business that are expertly designed and honestly crafted using

quality materials.

http://www.fionajsperryn.com/


www.emilynixon.com

"Living in West Cornwall has shaped my work. Beach finds are tools in

the process of my making. I love the fabric-like twists and folds of

seaweed; the diversity in the contours of pebbles; the weathered

character of flotsam I see washed up along the shore. This dichotomy of

the precious and the organic – special stones encircled by sea-worn

fragments of gold – characterises so much of my inspiration. I started to

make experimental, sculptural jewellery in 2000, which developed into

the smaller scale pieces that I make today. For as long as I can recall, I

have always loved the visual arts."

"Constant experimentation, playfulness and development of ideas,

alongside a mindfulness of the relationship each piece has with the

wearer, drives my creative process and output." - Emily Nixon

Emily Nixon

http://www.emilynixon.com/


www.geebythesea.co.uk

"An acrylic seascape artist producing and selling original paintings,

fine art canvas prints, greeting cards and bespoke commissions.

“My paintings are all inspired from living by the coast. I’ve always

wanted to ‘bottle’ that feeling of walking along the beach, the

idea behind my artwork is to inject a pocket of escapism into

peoples homes. I mainly work in acrylic on both paper, canvas and

wooden panels. I often use circles that act as ‘portals’, allowing

the viewer to step into the painting whenever they desire."

 - Georgie Harrison

Gee by the Sea

http://www.geebythesea.co.uk/


www.clay-works.com

 Clayworks research, develop and manufacture natural clay plasters for

interior wall and ceiling finishes. They are a lower carbon, more

breathable alternative to other wall finishes with a unique array of

aesthetic finishes: from sublime, silky smooth, to eccentric, three

dimensional narratives. The materials are coveted by designers

worldwide. Clayworks have recently been used in the iconic Museum of

the Future in Dubai, multiple restaurants and shops across Europe and

Asia and in luxury villas in the USA and Middle East. 

Clayworks is very keen to meet with architects, interior designers and

brand managers who are looking for sustainable, healthy and breath-

taking surface design materials.

Clayworks

http://www.clay-works.com/


www.rebeccaproctor.co.uk

Rebecca Proctor’s work celebrates the simple pleasures of home

and brings together form and natural materials to create strong

and elegant ceramics. Each pot is inspired by the traditions of

country pottery, yet is wholeheartedly modern. There are rich

natural resources nearby, with glaze materials gathered locally

and clay sourced from a small family-owned Cornish quarry.

Rebecca specialises in wheel thrown tableware with a warm

character. She also employs handbuilding techniques when the

fancy strikes. Many of the pots are created for some of Britain’s

finest restaurants, as well as being found in beautiful homes

around the world.

Rebecca Proctor

http://www.rebeccaproctor.co.uk/


www.sarahdrew.com

"I make contemporary, definitely eclectic jewellery from found objects

(driftwood, sea plastic, sea glass and slate pebbles) combined with

semi-precious stones and pearls linked together with chunky

hammered eco-silver chains, delicate crocheted fine silver and fused

silver focal pieces. Using recycled materials, remaking old broken

jewellery or basically ‘rubbish’ in this way is a sustainable way of

creating unique pieces that aren’t a strain on new resources and whose

material components are traceable."

"Everything on the site is handmade by me or one of my talented

makers, Kath, Sue and Neve. This means you can request the length,

colour, finish that you'd like: it also means pieces will vary a bit, so you

definitely get an original piece." - Sarah Drew

Sarah Drew



www.creamcornwall.co.uk

Cream Cornwall create Cornish inspired homeware, in each

beautiful product you’ll find Cream Cornwall’s distinct coastal

identity - inspiration for which Rebecca and Allison find

everywhere- and their shared background in textiles, design and

trend forecasting affords the entire range a level of quality and

attention to detail that keeps customers returning time and time

again. 

Rebecca Heane and Allison Hughes founded Cream Cornwall in

2012 after discovering a shared passion for creating products

evocative of Cornwall that were tasteful, high quality and made in

Britain. 

Cream Cornwall

http://www.rebeccaproctor.co.uk/


Alex O’Connor came to silversmithing from a background in Fine Art and

Sculpture. Accordingly, her silverware merges an inherent

understanding of form, composition, balance and surface with the

specific disciplines of contemporary craft. Her recent collections are

created through a process that begins with walking in the Cornish

landscape and moves into drawing and model making. The resulting

pieces bring together ideas of both our external and internal landscape.

"The world is a beautiful place, filled with wonders, but also

cacophonous, baffling, chaotic and overwhelming for me. I convert

these sensations into silverware and wearable sculptures that are

suffused with harmony, composure, poise and serenity." - Alex O'Connor

Alex O'Connor



www.eotceramics.com

EOT Ceramics is the studio practice of Emily Olivia Tapp - a potter

living and working from Cornwall. Emily makes wheel-thrown

functional ceramics intended for daily use, from her studio at

Argal Home Farm on the outskirts of Falmouth. 

Her pieces are simple in form with a focus on ergonomic design

and she uses a myriad of colourful glazes, mixed from her own

recipes. More recently she has been experimenting with oxide

washes to create pieces with surface decoration.

EOT Ceramics

http://www.rebeccaproctor.co.uk/


Cornwall Trade and Investment exists to promote Cornwall as a

unique, thriving business destination – and drive the region’s

continued success. This means helping local businesses to seize

national and international opportunities and supporting incoming

businesses to set up home in Cornwall, and to flourish.

Cornwall’s businesses have a lot to offer. We help them show the rest

of the world. Through our trade missions, we provide the support you

need to start your exporting journey. We don’t just take businesses

to the markets they want to export to – we connect them with

valuable new contacts. Whether it’s arranging meetings with

potential investors or linking businesses with key figures in their

sector, CTI go the extra mile to make their export plans a success.

Cornwall Trade and Investment



www.cornwallti.com

info@cornwallti.com


